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Extreme k-Families 
EMANUEL KNILL 
Let P be a poset. A subset A of P is a k-family iff A contains no (k + 1)-element chain. For 
i ~> 1, let A i be the set of elements of A at depth i - 1 in A. The k-families of P can be ordered 
by defining A ~< B iff, for all i, A l is included in the order ideal generated by Bi. This paper 
examines minimal r-element k-families, defined as k-families A such that IAI = r and for every 
B <A,  IBI < r. Minimal k-families are related to maximal r-antiehains and an operation called 
Sperner closure, which have been used to obtain extremai results for families of sets with width 
restrictions. Let -ak.r be the set of minimal r-element k-families and let ~ ,  = U,~,o ~k.r- It is 
shown that .a k is a join-subsemilattice of the lattice ~t k of k-families../~ is a lower semimodular 
lattice, where the rth rank is given by "//k.,- If w~ is the maximum size of a k-family, then 
id/k., I _< (w?) and IU ~kl -< Y-~'=~t Fi/kl Let D(A) = max{IBI - IAI I B is a k-family and B ~< A}. 
For k-families A and B, D(A v B) <~ D(A) + D(B). This result shows that {A I D(A) = 0} is also 
a join-subsemilattiee of Mk. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let P be a poset. A subset A of P is a k-family iff A contains no (k + 1)-'element 
chain. Equivalently, A is a k-family iff A is the union of k antichains. A canonical 
representation f a k-family A as a disjoint union of k antichains of P is obtained by 
letting Ai be the set of members of A at depth i - 1 for i = 1 . . . . .  k. (The depth of x in 
A is the maximum length of the chains of A with least element x.) Thus A; consists of 
the maximal elements of A\U~-I Aj. We have A = Uk=l A/. For A c p, let 
(A] ={x E P Ix<-y for some y cA}, 
[A) = {x EP Ix>-y  for somey cA}. 
Thus (A] is the order ideal and [A) is the order filter generated by A. The k-families of 
P are ordered by defining A ~< B iff, for each i, A~ ~_ (Bi]. 
The notion of a k-family was first used in the study of Sperner properties of the 
family of all subsets of an n-set [4]. The k-families of a poset are now well established 
objects in Sperner theory and the theory of finite sets. An overview of k-families and 
their applications can be found in [10] and [1]. The k-families of a poset are natural 
generalizations of antichains. Many of the well-known properties of antichains 
generalize naturally to k-families. This includes Dilworth's theorem on the minimum 
number of chains in a chain decomposition, and the fact that the maximum-size 
antichains form a distributive sublattice of the lattice of antichains [5]. 
The maximal elements and the minimal elements of P are called the extreme 
elements of P. Extreme k-families are a generalization of the extreme lements of P. 
The minimal r-k-families of P are the r-element k-families A of P such that B < A 
implies IBI < r. The maximal r-k-families of P are the minimal r-k-families of the dual 
order of P. A minimal (maximal) *-k-family is a minimal (maximal) r-k-family for 
some r. Since the 1-families of P are the antichains of P, the expression 'l-family' can 
be replaced by 'antichain'. For example, a minimal r- l - family is a minimal r-antichain. 
An extreme r-k-family is either a minimal or a maximal r-k-family. Thus the extreme 
1-antichains of P correspond to the extreme elements of P. Results about minimal 
*-k-families apply to maximal *-k-families by duality. 
The study of extreme k-families is motivated in part by the following recent 
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extremal result [7]: If o ~ is a family of subsets of an n-set such that for every x, the 
width of {U • ~ lx  • U} is at most k (a locally k-wide family of sets), then 
I~] ~< (2k)k-~n. This result is proved by using the properties of maximal *-antichains 
and a derived closure operation called the Sperner closure. The Sperner closure of a set 
D relative to a family of sets ~ is the intersection of the members of the maximum 
Sperner antichain of {U • ~1D ~_ U}. Note that the maximum Sperner antichain is the 
minimum member of the maximal .-antichains (Theorem 2.2). 
In Sections 2, 3 and 4 the basic properties of extreme *-antichains are described, 
proved and generalized to extreme .-k-families. The techniques used are extensions of 
the counting method used by Freese [3] and extended by Greene and Kleitman [5] to 
show that the maximum-size (or Sperner) k-families form a sublattice of the lattice of 
k-families. The generalizations to k-families make use of the correspondence b tween 
k-families of P and antichains of P × [k] [9]. 
2. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
Let ~¢k be the set of k-families of P. Let ~ . r  be the set of minimal r~-k-families of P 
and let ~k = Uw--'~ *.r, where Wk is the maximum size of a k-family of P. The members 
of ~tk are the minimal *-k-families of P. The members of ~k.'k are called Sperner 
k-families. Let Mk = U ~k- Thus Mk consists of the elements of P contained in at least 
one minimal *-k-family. 
The set ~k is a lattice with join operation given by A vB  = Uk=l (AivB~), where 
Ai v Bi consists of the maximal elements of Ai t.J Bi and (A v B)i = A iv  Bi [5]. The main 
results of this paper are stated next. They are proved for antichains in Sections 3 and 
generalized to k-families in Section 4. 
THEOREM 2.1. ~tk is a join-subsemilattice of S~k. 
Theorem 2.1 is trivial if P is an antichain. In this case, ~ consists of all subsets of P 
and the join operation is union. In general, .//tk is not a sublattice of ~¢k- For example, 
consider the poset shown in Figure 1. The antichains A = {a, b} and B = {b, c} are both 
minimal 2-antichains. The meet of A and B is {b}, which is not a minimal 1-antichain. 
The basic properties of the lattice ~tk are given by the next two theorems. A lattice 
is lower semimodular iff whenever a vb covers a and b, then a and b cover a Ab. 
THEOREM 2.2. The lattice dtk is lower semimodular and therefore ranked. The rth 
rank of ~ is given by ,l/tk.,. 
THEOREM 2.3. The cardinality of ~lk., satisfies I~,rl  ~ (":0, where the bound is best 
possible. If equality holds and A is the unique member of .4/tk.wk, then for every B • ~. , ,  
Bc_A. 
The bound of Theorem 2.3 is attained if P is a wk-element antichain. 
Let ~ be the class of lattices which are isomorphic to lattices of minimal 
*-k-families. The lattices in c¢ have not been characterized lattice-theoretically. In 
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general they are neither modular nor dually geometric. For example, consider the poset 
given in Figure 2. Its lattice L of minimal *-antichains is shown in Figure 3. L is not 
coatomic and contains the pentagon {{g}, {a, b}, {c, d}, {e, c, d}, {a, b, c, d}}. 
The properties tated in Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 do not yield sufficient conditions for a 
lattice to be in :¢. For example, if the lattice of minimal *-antichains has height n and 
has n atoms, then there must be n distinct minimal elements. This implies that the 
minimal *-antichains are the subsets of the minimal elements, so that they form a 
boolean lattice. 
Let [k] denote the k-element chain {1, 2 , . . . ,  k}. The poset P × [k] consists of all 
pairs (x, i) with x E P and i E [k]. The order of P × [k] is defined by (x, i) ~<.(y, j) iff 
x<~y and i~<j. 
The study of lattices of minimal *-k-families can be reduced to the study of lattices 
of minimal *-antichains by the next theorem. 
THEOREM 2.4. The map I. from the k-families of P to the antichains of P × [k] defined 
by 
~.(A) = {(x, i) Ix e Ai} 
restricts to a lattice isomorphism of the minimal *-k-families of P onto the minimal 
*-antichains of P × [k]. 
Theorem 2.3 shows that the number of elements of P contained in at least one 
wk wk _ minimal *-k-family is at most Y-r=o ( ~ )r - Wk2 "*-l. The best possible bound is given by 
the next theorem. 
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THEOREM 2.5. The cardinality of Mk satisfies IMkl ~ ET~ ri/k-], where the bound is 
best possible. 
The proof of Theorem 2.5 is at the end of Section 4. The bound in this theorem is 
attained by the poset Q consisting of the union of Wk antichains A1, A2 . . . . .  Awk, where 
IAil = Fi/k] and x < y iff x E A/and y E Aj for i < j  (see Figure 4). For i ~< 0, let Ai = 0.  
Then, for every r ~< Wk, Ar-k÷t O" • • U Ar_~ U A, is a minimal r-k-family of Q. 
For every k-family A, let 
D(A) = max {IBI- IA[[ B E Mk and B ~<A}. 
Note that if A E d, tk, then D(A) = 0. By Theorem 2.1, if A and B are in d, tk, then 
A vB  e 5tk, SO that D(A vB)  = 0. This is generalized by the next theorem. 
THEOREM 2.6. For all k-families A and B, D(A v B) <<- D(A) + D(B). 
The bound in Theorem 2.6 is attained, for example, if (A] A (B] = 0.  Theorem 2.6 
implies that the k-families A for which D(A)= 0 also form a join-subsemilattice of the 
lattice of k-families. 
3. MINIMAL r-ANTICHAINS 
Let A and B be antichains of P. Define 
A~B=AN(B],  A~B=(ATB)kB, 
A\~B =A\(A TB), A\~B =A\(A~B), 
m vB = max(A O B) = (A\~B) U (B\~A), 
AAB=(A~B)U(B~A) .  
Thus A T B consists of the elements of A below B and A t]' B consists of the elements of 
A strictly below B. A v B consists of the maximal elements of A U B. Note that 
m AB = (A TB)k(A~B). 
The family of antichains of P is closed under these operations. It is a distributive 
lattice with join operation given by v. In fact, by mapping each antichain A to the 
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order ideal (A] generated by A, one obtain.~ an: isomorphism of ~1 With the lattice of" 
ideals of P. The maximum size antichains of P form a distributive: sublattiqe of M~ with 
meet operation given by A. This result is due to Dilworth [2]. It ean~ be proved using 
the following fact: 
LEMMA 3.1. For antichains A and B, 
IA vBI + 1,4 ABI = IAI + IBI. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1 FOR ANTICHAINS. For every antichain A, let ,~ be the 
minimal member of the lattice of maximum size antichains of (A]. The map which 
takes A to fi~ is a downward closure operator. This can be shown as follows. By 
definition, A ~< A and (A) = ,4. We have to show that if A ~< B, then A <~ B. By Lemma 
3.1, 
IA vBI + IA ABI = 1,41 + IBI. 
Since A <~ A ~< B, we have A v B <~ B. This gives IA v BI ~< IBI. Thus 1,4 A BI >I IAI. Since 
,~ A/~ ~< ,4 and by minimality of A, A A B = ,~. This implies that ,~ ~</~, as desired. 
The fact that the map A--->,4 is a downward closure operator implies that 
A v B = A v B, i.e. the join of two closed elements is closed. Since dg~ = {,4 I A'~ ~tl}, 
the result follows. [] 
The join of a minimal r-antichain A and a minimal r'-antichain. B is a minimal 
s-antichain, where (by defmition of minimality) s>~max(r, '). If A and B are 
incomparable, we must have s I> max(r, r') + 1. This implies the following: 
OBSERVATION 3.2. The minimum wl-antichain is the maximum member of ./gl. The 
empty antichain is the minimum member of ~ .  
Some other useful properties of dtl follow. 
OBSERVATION 3.3. If A is a minimal r-antichain of P and A ~_ Q ~_ P, then A is a 
minimal r-antichain of Q. 
OBSERVA'nON 3.4. If 1 is an ideal of P and A is a minimal r-antichain of / ,  then A is a 
minimal r-antichain of P. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let A and B be antichains with B ~ At~ and A < B. Then, for every 
x ~BkA,  A<~B\{x}. 
PROOF. If A is not below B\{x}, then there is an element y cA  such that 
y ~t (B\{x}]. Since y a (B] and y Cx, C =def(B\{x}) t.J{y} is an antichain with C < B and 
ICI = Inl, contradicting minimality of B. 0 
LEMMA 3.6. Let  A be a minimal r-antichain and B a minimal t-antichain, with 
A ~ B. Then, for every s with r ~ s <~ t, there is a minimal s-antichain C with A <~ C <~ B. 
PROOF. The proof is by induction on t - r. If t <~ r + 1, we are done. Let x E BkA. 
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Then, by Lemma 3.5, A is a minimal r-antichain of (B\{x}]. The width of the ideal 
(B\{x}] is t - 1, so the minimal (t - 1)-antichain B' of (B\{x}] is above A. Since B' is a 
minimal ( t -  1)-antichain of P, the induction hypothesis yields the result. [] 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.2 FOR ANTICHAINS. Lemma 3.6 implies that ~ is ranked with 
rank function given by r(A) = IAI. Thus the rth rank of ~ is given by ~tL~. To show 
that ~ is lower semimodular, let A and B be minimal *-antichains uch that A v B 
covers A and B. Then IAI=IBI=r and IAvB l=r+l  for some r. By Lemma 3.1, 
IA A B I = r - 1. Let C be the greatest lower bound of A and B in ~.  Then the greatest 
lower bound of A and B in ~t~ is given by C (where D ~/5  is the closure operator 
defined in the proof of Theorem 2.1 for antichains). The cardinality of C is the width of 
(C]. Since AAB<~C, ICl~>r-1. Since C<A,  IC l=r -1 .  This implies that C is 
covered by both A and B in ~.  [] 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.3 FOR ANTICHAINS. The theorem is a consequence of the 
following assertion. For every minimal w-antichain B, 
I{C E ~t"r I C <~ B}I<~(W) 
with equality only if every minimal r-antichain below B is included in B. The proof 
proceeds by induction on w-  r. If w = r, the result follows by definition of ~tl.w. 
Suppose that w>r.  Let ~={C ~ ~tl., [C<~B}. Suppose that ~_~ and I~>C;*). 
Then V ~- -  B. The proof of this is as follows. By Theorem 2.1 for antichains, V ~ is  a 
minimal w'-antichain below B. The induction hypothesis implies that w' > w - 1. Since 
B is the unique antichain with at least w elements below B, V ~ = B. This implies that 
U ~-~ B. Let ~be the set system of complements in B of members of ~: 
= (B\C)c~. 
Note that repeated sets are allowed in ~, so that 12 = I~- By the above, ~ has 
maximum degree (~ 7 ~). Since each member of ~g has at least w - r elements, it follows 
that 
w(wx)=(w) 
I~1 = I~  • w - r r r ' 
with equality only if each member of ~ has exactly w- r  elements or, equivalently, 
only if every C E ~ is included in B. [] 
The first part of the previous result can be strengthened asfollows: 
THEOREM 3.7. Let A1"'" Ak be a sequence of pairwise incomparable r-element 
antichains. Suppose that for every i < j, Aj is a minimal r-antichain of A i U Aj. Then 
k<-(~'). 
PROOF. Let C1 U" • • U C,~, be a disjoint chain decomposition of P (using Dilworth's 
theorem). For every antichain A, let C(A) = {Ci [ Ci AA  ~0}.  Then IC(A)l--IAI. It 
suffices to show that, for i ~], C(Ai)~ C(Aj), as this implies that k is at most the 
number of r-subsets of a w~-set. Suppose that, for some i <j, C(Ai)= C(Aj). Then 
A; U Aj has width r. Thus A~ and Aj are both maximum size antichains of Ai U Aj, 
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whence IAi AAsl = r (Lemma 3.1). By minimality of A s, A~ AA s = A s. This implies that 
Aj. ~< A~, contrary to assumption. [] 
The converse of the second part of Theorem 2.3 holds for antichains: 
THEOREM 3.8. Let A be the minimal wl-antichain of P. If for all B ~ ~tLr, B ~_A, 
then [d,/1.rl = (~'). 
PROOF. For every subset B of A with [B[ = r, there is a minimal r-antichain C in 
(B]. Since C ___A, C = B. The result follows. [] 
The next two lemmas give some of the properties of D(A) for antichains A. 
LEMMA 3.9. Let E, F and G be antichains with E ~ G and E ~_ F ~_ E tq [G). Then 
IGI ~< IF[ + D(E). 
PROOF. The assumptions imply that G t2 (E\F) is an antichain below E. Therefore 
IG t_J (E\F)I <~ IEI + D(E). Since the union on the left-hand side is disjoint, we obtain 
IGI + IE\FI ~< IEI + D(E) 
= [El + [E\F[ + D(E). 
The result follows. [] 
LEMMA 3.10. For antichains H and K, IHI ~< IHvKI  + D(K). 
PROOF. The antichain HvK is the disjoint union of H\~K and K\~H. Since 
[HTK)  tqK_K\~ 'H ,  Lemma 3.9 can be applied with E=K,  F=K\~'H  and 
G = H T K. This shows that 
IH T KI <~ IK\~ HI + D(K). 
Therefore 
IHI = IH V[' KI + IH T KI 
IH\'~ KI + IK\~ H[ + D(K) 
[HvK[  + D(K), 
as required. [] 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.6 FOR ANTICHAINS. We have to show that for every antichain C 
with C ~<A vB,  [C[ ~< IA vBI + D(A) + D(B). It suffices to apply Lemma 3.10 twice: 
ICI ~< ICvAI + D(A) 
<<-ICvAvBI+ D(A)+ D(B) 
= IA vBI + D(A) + D(B), 
as desired. [] 
4. MINIMAL r-k-FAMILIES 
For every antichain A of Px[k ] ,  let A i={x l (x , i )~A}.  Then each A; is an 
antichain, the A~ are pairwise disjoint and, for i <j ,  Ai tq (Aj] = 0 .  This implies that 
A1U. • • t2 Ak is an IAI-element k-family of P. Define zc(A) = A1 t2 • • • t2 Ak. Given a 
sequence of antichains Ai of P with Ai fq (As] = O for i < j ,  the set A = {(x, i) I x E Ai} 
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is an antichain of P × [k]. Since the standard ecomposition of a k-fam• A satisfies 
this condition, the width of P × [k] is Wk. If A is a k-family of P, let ,.(A) be the 
antichain of P × [k] determined by the standard ecomposition A = A1 U. • • OAk of A 
into antichains. Then ,.(A) is an order-preserving, one-to-one map from ~tk to the 
antichains of P × [k] and ~r(,.(A))=A. In fact, ~.(A) is an embedding of join- 
semilattices: 
LEMMA 4.1. Let A and B be k-families. Then ~(AvB)= ~.(A)v~(B). 
PROOF. We have (A v B)i = max(Ai U Bi) and ~(A) v n(B) = max(~(A) U ~(B)). It 
suffices to show that (x, i) is maximal in ~(A) U ~(B) iff x is maximal in Ai O Bi. If (x, i) 
is maximal in ~(A) U ,.(B), then there is no y E Ai U B~ such that x <y.  Therefore x is 
maximal in A~ t_J B~. For the converse, suppose that x is maximal in A~ U Bi. To obtain a 
contradiction, assume that (x, i) < (y, j) for some (y, j) ~ ~(A) U ~(B). Then y ~ Aj U Bj, 
x ~< y and i ~<j. The maximality assumption on x implies that i <j.  The properties of the 
standard ecomposition of k-families imply that y ~< z for some z E Ai U B~. But this 
contradicts maximality of x. It follows that (x, i) is maximal in ~.(A) U ~(~). [] 
COROLLARY 4.2. The map ~ is a join-embedding of ~ into the lattice of antichains of 
P x [k]. 
COROLLARY 4.3. I rA and B are k-families, then A <-B iff ~(A )<~ ~.(B ). 
PROOF. We have ~.(A) <~ ~(B) iff L(A) v ~.(B) = ~(B). Since ~.(A) v ~(B) = ~.(A v B) 
and ~ is one-to-one, this holds iff A v B = B or, equivalently, iff A ~< B. [] 
The map ir from the antichains of P x [k] to ~k is not order-preserving in general. 
For example, suppose that a <b are elements of P. Let A ={(b, 1), (a, 2)} and 
B = {(b, 2)}. Then A < B. We have tr(A)= {a, b} and tr(B)= {b}. Since tr(A)l = {b}, 
/l:(m)2 = {a}, ~r(B)I = {b} and ~r(B)2 = O, it follows that tr(A) > ~r(B). 
The map tr satisfies the properties tated in the next two lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.4. For every antichain A of P × [k], ~(tr(A))~<A. 
PROOF. Let (x, i) e L(Tr(A)). Then x ~ ~(A)i and x ~ Aj for some j. Since At N 
(Ak] =0 for l<k ,  it follows that the depth o fx  in 7r(A) is at most j  - 1. Thus i<~j and 
(x, i) ~< (x, j) E A. By arbitrariness of (x, i) ~ ~(Tr(A)), ~(rc(A)) <~ A. [] 
LEMMA 4.5. Let A be an antichain of P x [k] and B a k-family of P such that 
A < t(B). Then ~r(A) < B. 
• PROOF. By Lemma 4.4, ,.(~r(A)) ~< A. Hence ~(~r(A)) < L(B). The result now follows 
by the embedding property of ~. [] 
The minimal r-k-families of P correspond to the minimal r-antichains of P × [k]: 
LEMMA 4.6. The antichain A is a minimal r-antichain of P x [k] iff ,.(re(A)) = A and 
re(A) is a minimal r-k-family of P. 
PROOF. Suppose that A is a minimal r-antichain of P x [k]. Since the maps ,. and tr 
are cardinality-preserving and r(~r(A))<~A, it follows that r(tr(A))= A. Suppose that 
~r(A) is not a minimal r-k-family of P. Then there is an r-element k4amily B of P 
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with B < ~r(A). This gives r (B)< ~(~(A))= A and Ir(B)l = Ial, contradicting minimality 
of A. 
For the converse, suppose that ~r(A) is a minimal r-k-family of P and ,(~r(A))= A~ 
Suppose that B is an antichain with B <A and Inl = IAI. By Lemma 4.5, ~(B)< ~t(A). 
Since pt(B)l = Ilr(A)l, this contradicts minimality of zr(A). [] 
The main results of Section 3 can now be generalized. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1 FOR k-FAMILIES. Suppose that A and B are in d4~. By Lemma 
4.6, ,(A) and ,(B) are minimal *-antichains of P x [k]. By Theorem 2.1 for antichains, 
~(A) v ~(B) is a minimal *-antichain of P × [k]. By Lemma 4.6, ~r(L(A) v ,.(B)) E 26,. 
We have 
I(~(A) v ~(B)) = tr(~(A v B)) = A v B 
and the result follows. [] 
COROLLARY 4.7. The map ~ restricted to ~tk is a lattice isomorphism of d4~ onto the 
minimal *-antichains of P × [k]. 
PROOFS OF THEOREMS 2.2--2.4 FOR k-FAMILIES. Theorem 2.4 is an immediate 
consequence of Corollary 4.7. Theorem 2.2 and the first part of Theorem 2.3 follow, 
since ,. is cardinality-preserving. For the second part of Theorem 2.3,' observe that for 
k-families A and B, ~(A) ~_ ~(B) implies that A ~ B. Suppose that I~.rl = (~;'). Let B be 
the unique member of ~k.w, (uniqueness follows from the previous results). Then ~(B) 
is the unique minimal wk-antichain of P × [k]. By Theorem 2.3 for antichains, for 
every A e d~,r, ~(A) ~_ ~(B); hence A ~_ B. [] 
The converse of the second part of Theorem 2.3 does not generalize to k-families. 
For example, consider the poset in Figure 1. The only minimal 1-2-family is {d}, which 
is included in the minimal 4-2-family {a, b, c, d}. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.6 FOR k-FAMILIES. Observe that D(A)= D(~(A)), where the 
right-hand side is computed in P x [k]. The proof of this is as follows. If C is an 
antichain of P x [k] with C ~< ~(A), then ~t(C) ~<A, hence ICI - I~(m)l = I~(C)l - IAI ~< 
D(A). Conversely, if C is a k-family of P with C<~A, then ~(C)~<~(A); hence 
ICI- IAI = I~(C)l- I~(m)l <-O(~(m)). This yields: 
D(A v B) = D(,.(A v B)) 
= D(, . (A)  v ~(B)) 
<~ D(,(A)) + D(,(B)) 
= D(A)  + D(B) ,  
where we used Theorem 2.6 for antichains. [] 
Note that Lemma 3.10 similarly generalizes to k-families. 
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It remains to show Theorem 2.5. The proof  depends on Theorem 2.1 and does not 
make direct use of the correspondence between k-famil ies of P and antichains of 
P x [k]. The next two lemmas give some further propert ies of Mk that will be needed. 
LEMMA4.8. Let k <~ l. Then ~lk is an ideal of ~t and ~ is the ideal ~l~ R ~k of J~. 
PROOF. By definition, ~/k -~ ~/t- For A E ~tk and i > k, At = O. It follows that for 
A, B E ~/k, A is below B in ~/k iff A is below B in ~//. Suppose that A E ~k, B E ~t  and 
B ~< A. Then, for i > k, Bi ~< A~ = ~;  hence B~ = ~.  It follows that B E S~k- This shows 
the first part of the lemma. 
The inclusion ~t~ ~ ~/k ~_ ~ follows by definition. If A e ~tk, B E ~/t and B < A, then 
B e ~/k, which implies that IBI < IAI. Thus A e ~.  This gives the reverse inclusion. [] 
LEMMA 4.9. l fAE~lkandi>~l ,  thenAiUAi+lU. . .OAked~k_i+l .  
PROOF. We can assume that i t> 2. Let A<~ = A~ tJ • • • t_J A,-_; and A'_.~ = A~ U • • • U 
Ak. Then A~ is a (k - i + 1)-family. Let C be a (k - i + 1)-family with C <A~.  Since 
C ~_ (A~] ~_ (Ai], it follows that C and A<~ are disjoint. Let D = C tJ A<~. Then D is a 
k-family and IDI = ICI + IA<l. We have Dj = Aj for j ~<i - 1 and Dj = Cj-i+l otherwise. 
For j>~i, Ci_~+l<~(A~i)j_~+t=Aj, which implies that D<A.  Minimality of A now 
gives [DI < IAI. Thus 
ICl + IA<,I = IDI < Iml = IA~,I + IA<;I, 
and therefore ICl < IA~,.I. The result follows by arbitrariness of C. [] 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.5. For each x E Mk, there exists A E ~k such that x e A~. To 
see this, let A~k such that xEA.  Then xEA, -  for some i. If i~ l ,  then let 
A'  = Ai t_J A~+~ U • • • t.J Ak. We have x ~ A'~. By Lemma 4.9, A '  ~ d~k_~+ t. By Lemma 
4.8, A '  ~ ~k. 
For each x E Mk, let A(x) be the max imum size minimal * -k - fami ly  such that 
x ~ (A(x)),. For i >1 0, let Ni = {x E Mk I IA(x)l = i}. Each Ni is an antichain and if i < j ,  
then NjN (N~] =O.  The proof  of this is as follows. If x>y,  then x ~ (A(x)vA(y)) l .  
By Theorem 2.1, A(x)vA(y)E~k,  SO that IA(x)vA(y)l>~[A(x)l with equality iff 
A(x)=A(x)vA(y) .  By the maximality condition on A(x), we must have A(x )= 
A(x)vA(y).  This implies that A(x) >A(y)  and hence Im(x)l > IA(y)I. 
For i <0 ,  let Ni = O. If now follows that for each i, N" =defN; LJ Ni-113 • • • U Ni-k+~ 
is a k-family, where N~ is included in the maximal  members  of N'. By definition of N;, 
IN'I ~ i. We obtain 
IMkl = i~_O Nw~-i 
L "I ~ J~ J ' I 
= i=0 Nwk-ik 
L,',,k/kJ 
= ~ IN',- ikl 
i=t) 
L~,JkJ 
<<- ~ (Wk--ik). 
i=0  
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To see that this is the same as the sum given in the statement of the theorem, note that 
rn = ~,'~=,,-k+l Fj/kq for every integer m. Therefore 
lwklkJ LwltlkJ w - i k  
2 (wk--ik) = 2 2 rj/k] 
i=0 i=0 j=wk- ik -k+l  
wk 
= 2 [j/k]. [] 
j=l 
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